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Appendix B. Description of the different functions and of the matrix used to build the IPM.

Table B1. Models of the five functions used to build the IPM describing the contemporaneous
distributions of birth date (BD) and body mass (BM ). M : Maternal, Y : Yearling, Ad: Adult.

recruitment (early survival) R(BMM , BD) = 1

1+e−(−0.24+0.25∗BMM−0.04∗BD)

growth G(BMAd|BMY , BD) = 1√
2π∗1.52

e
− (BMAd−(19.49+0.63∗BMY −0.05∗BD))2

2∗1.522

inheritance BD IBD(BD|BDM ) = 1√
2π∗4.65

e
− (BD−(112.9+0.17∗BDM ))2

2∗4.652

inheritance BM IBM (BMY |BMM , BD) = 1√
2π∗1.26

e
− (BMY −(20.90+0.39∗BMM−0.09∗BD))2

2∗1.262

survival SY (BMY ) = 1

1+e−(−4.24+0.53∗BMY )

SAd = 0.82
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Figure B1. A life-cycle of roe deer including two age-classes: yearling and adult female roe deer. This cycle corresponds to the special case of
a reduced life-cycle describing a population with two age-classes where maximizing reproductive value reliably corresponds to maximizing

fitness (Caswell 2001). The other condition that has to be met for reliably using reproductive values as fitness measures identified that the adult
survival is not sensitive to any source of variation (Caswell 2001). As for most long-lived herbivores (Gaillard and Yoccoz 2003), this

assumption is also met in roe deer for which adult survival is high and constant across different environments. R: Recruitment, I: Inheritance,
G: Growth, SY : Yearling survival, SAd: Adult survival.
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Figure B2. Representation of the matrix used to build the IPM.
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